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Executive Summary

This paper examines the sources and policy implications of the
sparsity of part-time work among older workers. One starting point is
the contradiction between expectation -- that the transition out of the
labor force will be gradual by means of part-time work -- and what
appears to be the reality -- that retirement is sudden. Another starring
point is the perception of older workers that part-time work at their
current wage is scarce.

We begin by reviewing evidence from a number of data sets indicat-
ing that; despite statements by older workers that they have a strong
interest in part-time work, in most cases retirement is sudden. The
country's limited number of partial retirees are concentrated in a fev,
industries (agriculture, service, finance /insurance /real estate). Par-
tial retirement is rare in manufacturing, public utilities, and
government.

Workers approaching retirement age are not _spread evenly across
industries. Construction, transportation, and finance/insurante/real
estate have a higher7than-average proportion. Theindustries that retain
the highest proportion of older workers are trade and government. The
industries_ that accept older workers most readily from other induStrieS
are agriculture and trade.

Aftdr considering _a number of hypotheses about why part-time work
is rare,- we conclude that employers find -part -time workers -to be more
costly (per hour) and less productive than fulli-time workers. As a

consequence; workers will lid_offered a lower hourly rate if they work
part time thin if they work full time. The prospect of low compensation
for part -time work is less appealing than full retirement.

This explanation for sudden retirement is supported by a wide vari-
ety of evidence: (1) the employment costs themselves, (2) the lower pay',
for Oart=tiMe Workers; (3) the scarcity of part-time jobs for workers of
all ages, (4) the prevalence of layoffs rather than reduction in hours
in response to declining demand, (5) the concentration of part-time work
among married women and students, and (6) the concentration of part-time
work in low-wage industries.

Evidence on the last point is developed from two separate statisti-
cal analyses, one covering 13 manufacturing industries over 20 years;
and the second involving cross-section analysis of 34 industries in
1970. In both analyses; compensation increases sharply with hours per
week -- holding other determinants constant. We also consider the effect
of these other determinants of compensation: unionization, skill;
education; percentage. of male employees; age; and turnover.
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The theory of sudden retirement is used to develop a mathematical
model foi policy analysis; Three potential changes in policy are
analyzed: (1) a reduction of employment cost using the example of

government mandated costs (such as the employer's social security con-
tribution) (2) the removal of the social security earnings limit; (3) a
subsidy for hiring older workers; The general finding is that these
policies would not affect the retirement decision of a typical worker;
retirement would be sudden in any case because hourly compensation is
enough lower foryart-time work to discourage any but full-time work;



Introduction

Part -time work seems the natural way for dlder workers to mate the
transition from full -time work to retirement. Economic models of how
workers make their long-run plans for work and consumption support this
intuition. Further, in responding to .surveys, older workers say that

sthey want_ to retire gradually. Yet, sudden retirement, not part-time
work* is the norm.

Why is retirement usually sudden? Is there a problem in thin labor
market? Are there Federal policies that would increase the availability
of part-time work for older workers, without major cost to business or
taxpayers? These are the central questions of our study.

Older workers say that they would like to work, but perceive that
their current jobs would not be available on a part-time basis and that
comparable part-time jobs are rare. If true, this perception raises
further questions: Is the unavailability of part-time jobs particular to
older workers -- either because of discrimination or some other reason
-- or are part -time jobs . ,arce economy wide, and if so, why?

When we ask why retirement is suddeni it is not to suggest that_the
state of retirement itself is puzzling. It is easy to imagine prefer-
ences and rates of pay that would make not working preferable to working
airing part of one's life; What is puzzling (violating the usual assump-
tion of gradualness) is the suddenness of the transition from working to
not working; We inquire, in this paper, into the inconsistency between
expectation -- that older workers will retire gradually. going from
full -time work, through cart -time work, to retirement -- and what obser-
vation suggests:is that most older workers retire completely
without a transition period of part-time work.

Retirement: Expectation and Reality

THE EXPECTATION OF GRADUAL RETIREMENT

Workers themselves say they -want to retire gradually; When workers
were questioned about their retirement plans and preferences in three
surveys. the majority_ expressed an interest_ in retiring gradually; One
survey by the National Commission on the Aging (Sheppard and Mantovani)
indicated that almost -80 percent of -workers _over 55 preferredthe pros-
pect of part-time employment to complete retirement; 60 percent of those
who preferred part-time work wanted to stay at the same job.

In a second survey of older workers_(Copperman),_about 67 percent
said they would "consider" part-time work as a step_ between full-time
work and retirement. Most of these said they wanted to stay with the
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same employer._The main reasons for interest in part-time work were to
increase time for leisure or family activities.

A third survey (AMerican Management Association) found that about
60 percent of managers surveyed "clearly prefer phased retirement to an
abrupt stop, even if it means accepting a job with lens authority and
responsibility for some people."

Of course, survey results should be accepted with some caution. -It
is much easier to'say that one would accept ademoti6n than to actually
accept it. It is easier to say one prefers work to leisure than to actu-
ally perform the work when the time comes;

CHARACTERISTICS OF PARTIALLY RETIRED MEN

An estimated 11 percent of the white males not self employed (work-
ers plus retirees) between 62 and 64 years of age and about 17 percent
of thosl between 65 and 69 years of age (Gustman and Steinmeieri J981)
call themselves partially retired. The figures probably exceed the
actual number of part-time older workers since partial retirement is
Self-reported. Indeed, Gustman and Steinmeier-report that about 35 per-
cent of those reporting partial retirement were working over 80 percent
of their full-time work week.

Partial retirees are most common in self-employment. Among _those
employe by others, partial retirees_ are_ concentrated in particular
industrils: _ agriculture (31.9 percent); finance, insurance, and real
estate (23.8 Tercent); and personal service (28.1 percent -__(Gustman and
Steinmeier,_1981). They are_ least, common 11. manufacturing (6.2 percent),
transportation/communications and publiC utilities (9.8 percent), and
public administration (10.0 percent). Cutting across industries, partial
retirement is_ least common among those facing mandatory retirement. An
explanation that seems likely to us is that workers who choose a job
with mandatory retirement are, in effect, choosing to concentrate their
work in their earlier years. Partial retirement is more common among
those without a pension (as is full-time work), which suggests either a
long-term plan to work continuously over the entire lifetime (e.g., a
constant or diminishing taste for leisure with age) or some disaster
that wipes out savings or pension. Finally, health problems do not serm
to lead to partial retirement, but to fun retirement.

Gustman and Steinmeier consider the effects on partial retirement
of two wages: one for the nonretirement or "main" job and one for the
partial retirement job. Of these, the dominant effect is the wage in the
main job. A high wage in the main job discourages retirement outside the
main job but not partial retirement within the main job.



Policy Questions

As noted earlier, older workers perceiveva scarcity of part-time
jobs. The presumption is that many would like to work part time, but
find that no jobs are available, or that the pay is low. These pro-
spective part-time workers are likely to include those without a pension
(who end up working full time) and thoSe with a health problem (who end
up fully retired).

There are several policy questions associated with this perception.
First, are older workers being singled out -- i5 there any indication of
discrimination -- or are part-time jobs either scarce or poorly paid
economy wide?

Second,_is_there a failure of the market to _provide part-time jobs
even in a situation in whichpart-time_jobs would be beneficial_to both
sides? For example, suppose_ that part-time_ work -was less productive
-- per hour than full-time work, and that older workers had a strong
preference for part7time_versus full7time work._Then0 there would be
mutually agreeable bargains that would involve lower wages and lower
hours. There -would be_a policy problem if the wage failed to adjust in a
way that would make these jobs feasible.

In addition to the general question of whether there is a policy
problem in the market for part-time work among older workers, there is
also the question of how existing Federal policies and recent or contem-
plated_changes in policy affect this market. For example, what would be
the effect of a change in social security contributions from employers?
What would be the effect of an extension of the mandatory retirement
age? What has been the effect of shifting the cost of health insurance
for workers 65 to 69 from Medicare to employers?: What would be the
effect of a rise in the social security earnings limit? In the ensuing
sections, we develop a model for analyzing questions like these and use
the model to answer some of them.

The Facts and Theories of Retirement

In this section; we investigate common patterns of retirement with
special emphasis on whether part-time work is a common transition

whether retirement tends to be gradual. we first present the facts
of retirement, then turn to theories that might explain them.

COMMON PATTERNS IN WORK AND RETIREMENT FOR OLDER WORKERS

Despite the surveys and the expectation that retirement will be
gradual, inmost cases, retirement is sudden; it does not involve an
extended period of part-time work.
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Evidence on how weekly hours change as a worker grows older and the
pattern of withdrawal from the labor force can be drawn from the Mithi7
gan Panel Study on Income Dynamics (PSID) data. Table 1 shows the_split
between full-time work, part-time work (34 hOurs or less per and
labor force withdrawal at different ages. Between_the ages of 55 and 614
77 percent are full time; by age 62 to 64, only 37 percent are full
time. But, while the proportion of full-time workers falls by about a
half; there is not a corresponding _rise in the proportion of part-time
workers. Most of the decrease in full-time work shows up as an increase
in the proportion of people not working at all.

It is possible to draw inferences about retirement patterns from
cross-sectional data as we -did in Table 1_0 but further insight can be
drawn by using the longitudinal nature of the PSID data to observe indi-
vidual retirement- patterns. The first step in analyzing the longitudinal
data -was to examine a few data points to.see if any common pattern was
immediately apparent. Each -of- these illustrative data points consists of
an entire hours profile, which gives the individual's hours of work (or
earnings) -at different points in his career. In the sudden retirement
pattern, hours_worked remain relatively constant until retirement and
then drop precipitously to zero. In the gradual pattern, hours decline
gradually -as retirement approaches. In either case, retirement does not
necessarily_ arrive on a. particular birthday, say then the persOn turns
65. It can happen at any time.

Our initial examination of the data involved prOdIes of 20 work-
ers: hours profiles from the Michigan Panel Study on Income Dynamics
(PSID) data and earnings profiles from the Longitudinal Employer-
Employee Data (LEED) file of Social Security records. The sudden retire-
ment pattern dominated almost completely even though the retirement age
varied from 56 to 71.

We also tabulated a large sample cf worker profiles from the PSID
data to determine if they showed a gradual reduction of hours just pre-
ceding retirement, i.e., a transition involving part-time work. Table 2
presents the weekly hours worked by individuals 1 and 2 years prior to
.retirement. These results confirm the previous findings that retirement
is usually sudden. Except for those retiring after age 68, only about
15 percent were working part time in the year prior to retirement, com-
pared to more than 20 percent working over 40 hours; The hours distribu-
tion 2 years prior to retirement is almost identical to that 1 yea-.

befOre retirement. The predominant pattern is that of full-time work
followed by sudden retirement. There are workers who retire from a part-
time status; but not many; more to the point, the incidence of part-time
work does not increase much as retirement approaches.

It is important to note that the statistics in Tables 1 and 2 are
derived frot information reported directly by the worker. Those who say
they are retired are counted as not working, but may, conceivably, be
working part time. We did similar tabulations with the LEED data to
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TABLE I. FRACTION OF HEAD-OF-HOUSEHOLD WORKERS FULL TIME, PART TIME, OR
NEITHER, BY AGE AND BY RACE: 1978a

Age i'art time Full time Not working

Ken

White Black White- Blatk White Blatk

0-35 5.3 4;8 88.5 80.4 6.2''-: 14.8
36-55 3;0 3.7 91.0 79.8 6.0 10.5
55-61 3.6 6.7 77.0 57.4 19.4 35.9
62-64 9.6 3.8 37.4 33.9 53.0 62.3
65-70 9.0 6.5 19.4 14.5 71.6 79.0
71+ 6.1 5.6 = 88.3 ..

Women

0=35 12.6 09.0 65.2 49.7 22.2 41.3
36=54 12.6 12.4 .62.1 47.3 25.3 40.3
55-61 9.7 14.3 40.3 23.1 50.0 62.6
52 -64 11.7 07.2 23.4 23.8 64.9 69.0
65-70 13.5 06.3 7.8 04.8 78.7 880*
71+ 4.7 - 1.0 - 94.3 9516

aThere were 4,398 men and 1,755 women in this sample.

Source: PSID data (1978 cross-section).

-5- .
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TABLE 2; HOURS WORKED PRIOR TO RETIREMENT

Hours worked Age at retirement
1 year prior (percent of workers)
to retirement < 62 62-64 65-67 68 +

0-34 14.8 15.3 17.6 57;6
35 -40 58.7 62.1 54.1 28.3
41+ 26.5 22.6

A
28;3 14.1

Hours worked
two years prior
to retirement

0-34 12;9 11.8 15.7 57.0
35-40 58;9 60.7, 50.6 19;0
41+ 28 ; 2 27.5 33;7 24.1

Number of people 202 178 83 79

Source: PSID data (1978 cross - section



check our PSID results, where earnings, not hours, measure the intensity
of the work effort and self-reporting of work status is not involved.

Because the retirement age varies widely, we defined retirement)
for the purposes_ of tabulation, as the point that earnings hit zero.
Then, starting With the retirement_yeary we looked back 2 years and 5
years to see_ if there was a gradual. decline of earnings leading up' to
retirement. If.soi income 2 years before retirement should have been
smaller thanit_was_5 years_before retirement. The results are summa-
rized in Table 3: About half of the observations exhibited the sudden
retirement,patterni and there was no clear pattern among the rest. The
number whose earnings were growing before retirement is about the same
as the number whose earnings were failing; Rather than the predicted
decrease in earnings, signaling passage from full-time to part-time,
there seemed to be random fluctuations in income before retirement.

DISTRIBUTION OF PRERETIREMENT WORKERS ACROSS DIFFERENT INDUSTRIES

Older workers are not spread evenly across industries. Some indus-
tries have a concentration of older workers, some have a concentration
of younger workers; and over time, the concentrations shift among the
industries;

We used the social security (LEED) data 16 tabulate the age distri-
bution by industry and to find those industries with the highest propor-
tion of older workers in 1957 (the first year of this data) and 1975
(the last year). Industries were divided into three groups: older-worker
industries (those with the highest percentage of workers over 45),
median7worker industries, and younger-worker industries (those with the
smallest share in the oldest group). About one-third of the industries
were placed in each group for the 2 years -- 1957 and 1975 -- wherever
there are more or lessthan_one-third of the workers in a particular age
category, it is to reflect natural groupings.

Categorizing the detailed industries by _type -- manufacturing,
trade, service,.construction, trade, .and financial -- reveals some gen-
eral patterns (Table 4). -In 1957, there was a.modest tendency for manu-
facturing industries to have a larger percentage of older workers_ than
the norm and for trade and service_ industries to have younger workers.
In 1975, construction; transportation;_ and finance (insurance and real
estate) tended to have older workers. In both years, services tended to
have younger workers.

The age group composition of the detailed industries shifts gradu-
ally over time (see Figure 1). The older industries in 1975 were not
necessarily older in 1957. Of 22 detailed industries classified as older-
in 1975, 10 were older in 1957, 8 were median in 1957, and 4 were from
younger industries. The industries moving from younger to older were
personal service, 'private hoUseholds, lumber and wood products, and
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TABLE 3; FREQUENCY OF ANNUAL EARNINGS PRIOR TO RETIREMENT
(Table entries are numbers of people.)

Annual earnings
2 years prior
to retirement
(thousands of
1970 dollars)

Annual earnings 5 years prior to retirement
(Thousands of 1970 dollars)

1 -2000 2-4 4-6 -6 -8 8-10 10-12 12-14
Total

14 + People

$1=-2000 3 4 3 0 0 1 0 0 11

2=4 7 78a 28 12 11 5 1 3 145

4=6 2 21 43 18 2 1 1 2 90

6-8 0 1 20 55 12 4 0 1 93

8-10 0 3 2 18.%***%** 44
9

6 1 83

10-12 0 0 0 2 18 28 8 3 59

12-14 0 0 0 0 3 12 8 5 28

14 + 0 0 0 0 2 0 7 7 16

Total 12 107 96; 105 92 60 31 22 525

aGradual retirement above diagonal

Table

Earnings constant (diagonal)

Earnings falling (above diagonal)

Earnings growing (below diagonal)

Total

Percentage Number

51 266

27 141

22 114

100% 525

Source: LEP File. sample drawn from people born in 1904: Years of
observation are2 and 5 years before ltlirement. whateV-er year
that might be.
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TABLE 4. ACE DISTRIBUTION BY INDUSTRY TYPE
(Table entries are the number of detaiIed.industries in each
category.)

Age of the
Worker Agric. Mining

Type of Industry
Construct. Manuf. Trans. Trade Fin. fier.

1957

Older 1 7 2 2 1 5 0

Median 0 2 7 1 4 1 3 0

Younger 2 1 0 4 0 3

1975

Older 1 10 1 3 2 5 0

Median 0 1 7 0 4 1 5 0

Younger 1 1 0 1 2 2 1 5

Source: Tabulations from LEED file.

-
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OLDER
INDUSTRIES

1957

Chemicals

Apparel stores

Furniture stores
Plow products

Building construction
Real MITI

Miscellaneous manuf*:ni ring
Membersnip organizations

Stone, Clay; Glace

Measuring instruments

MEDIAN_
INDUSTRIES

1957

Machinery
Primery riienU

Insurance agents

Miscellaneous services

Lotter products
Minor freight transport

Transportation equipment`
Building materials

YOUNGER
INDUSTRIES

1957

Personal servicn

Private services

Private households

Lumber and Wood

Gasoline service stations

Chemicals

Madiinery
Real estate

Privets hounhola
Furniture norm

Measuring inrtrum errs

Paper products
Primary metals

Building construction
Leather products
ItriTirente agents

Membership organizations
Miscellaneous menufacturing

Apparel stores
_Motor freight transport
Transportation equipment

Stone. Clay. Mat
Building materials

Lumber and Wood

Personal services. Miscellaneous services. Gasoline service stations

OLDER INDUSTRIES
1975

FIG. 1: SHIFT IN AGEGROUP COMPOSITION BY INDUSTRIES 1957-1975
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gas service stations (Further detail on the Social Security tabulations
Of age _composi,tion by industry is available in a technical appendix
available from the authors0

WHICH INDUSTRIES ARE MOST RECEPTIVE TO OLDER WORKERS?

Those industries with a high proportion of older workers can

achieve that status in one of several ways: (1) By expanding emploYment
little or even by contracting it-- so that the work force ages; (2) by

retaining_ older workers rather than retiring them; and (3) by hiring
older workatS from -other industries. Industries in the last two cate-
gories can be termed "receptive" to older workers;

Which industries are. most receptive in the sense of retaining older
workers? To answer this; consider attrition rates,of older workers, age
62-65- and ages 66 plus; presented in Table 5. The attrition rates are
presented by- standard industrial category (SIC) 1, a number designating
an industry 'In federal statistics. For example, each year mining and
construction (SIC 1) loses 35 percent of its workers between_ages 62 and

65; of which 31 percent retire and 4 percent- change industries._Thisis
the second highest attrition rate among the 10 industries, and it indi-
e,cates that mining and construction are not receptive. When- industries

are ranked by this measure; those most receptive to -older workers, i.e.,
.those with the lowest attrition rates; are trade and government.

If the measure is fraction of workers received from other indus-
tries, the rankings are as shown in Table 6. From this;_it is clear that

a job change is a rare event; involving only about 6 percent of all
workers age 62-65; compared to the 23 percent that retire each year. Fot

those workers who _do_ change jobs rather than retire, the most receptive

industriei are agriculture and trade:

Several points need to be made about the extreme receptiveness of

agriculture; First, it is most receptive in the sense of receiving work=

etS ftdM other Industries, least receptive in the sense of retaining

thet. _There are a number of conjectures that might explain the

situation.

First, agriculture may just be a high-turnover activity where work-

ers enter- and leave freely; Second, social security payments may have
high; real ValUd_fot thOSe in rural areas; encouraging retirement; which

Would explain -the _high_ attritionrate; Third, our classification of
workers -to ifidUtttied in our application of the CEEB data is on the
basis of industry-of greatest earnings It seems likely that many farm
owners or farm WatketA hdld other jobs while they are farmingi When they

leave _ ose other jobs, in theit 60's ;- farming becomes their primary

jobs- ere is evidenCe for One part of the conjecture: that second jobs
arm disproportionately agricultural (see Taylor and Sekscenski)i



TABLE 5. ATTRITION RATES, RETIREMENT RATES, AND JOB CHANGE RATES FOR OLDER WORKERS

Age 62-65

Standard Attri- Retiie-

Industrial tton ment

Classifica- Rate Rate

tion (%) (%)

Agriculture, forestry,

figiery 0 50 20

Mining and construction 1 35 31

Manufacturing
2 31 23*

28 25

Transportation, communica-

tions, public utilities 4 30 28

Trade 21 13

Finance, insurance, real

estate 6 26 17

Services

Government

7 27 24

24 21

21 15

Overall 27 21

Age 66+

Number of

Observations

Job

Change

Rate

(%)

Attri-

tion

Rate

(Z)

Retire-

ment

Rate

(Z)

Job

Change

Rate

(%) ,

30 21 17 10 24

4 3t 25 52 32

9 32 30 2 141 63

3 50 39 11 153 46

2 21 27 0 60 30

8 20 11 3 206 183

9 33 22 10 66 49

4 34 , 31 3 55 74

4 29 20 9 180 150

6 22 16 5 71 55

6 28 23 5 994 706

* Subtotals do not always add to totals because of rounding.
18



TABLE 6. NEW WORKERS AS A PERCENTAGE OF ALL WORKERS WHO MOVE (1972-73)

4

Standard
Industrial
Classification

62=65
(Z)

66+
(%)

Agriculture, forestry, fishery

Mining and construction

Manufacturing

Transportation, communication,
public utilities

Trade

Finance, insurance, real estate

Services

Government

1

2

3

5

6

49

5

8

20

3

5

8

0

50

5

3

5

11

8

5

Number of workers changing industries

Total workers

59

994

38

706

Source: LEED tabulations.



Theories of Retiremeir.

In order to make sense of the facts about retirement, 'we inquire if
there are standard economic theories that can explain these facts and
whether these theories point to a problem in the market. a role for
Federal policy.

LIFE-CYCLE THEORY

One such theory is the "life-cycle" theory -- the standard economic
explanation_ of how plans for work and spending are made (and followed)
over an entire lifetime. According to the theory, the worker, at the
beginning of his career, plans consumption, savingso_and hours of work
over his whole lifetime. This plan_gives people the option of, for
instance, choosing when to retire, given relative earning abilities at
different times. (Of course, their4olans might change over time, but the
plans will still have an effect. For example, if they plan to retire,
they will save. These_savings_will_then have _an effect on b'havior at
retirement_ age, regardless of how plans have changed.) The plans can be'
represented as a set of equations connecting consumption, work, and
other determinants such as wage rates and workers' attitudes toward work
and leisure. The important thing about these equations is that they
imply that hours cannot go from 40 per week to zero per week without
passing through the values in between. The speed of this transition will
depend on how fist the determinants, such as the wage, are moving.
There's nothing in the life-cycle theory itself that suggests sudden
retirement.

This is not to say that the life-cycle theory cannot handle sudden
retirement. If one of the determinants, such as the wage, changes
abruptly, so will hours worked. An abrupt change in the after-tax wage
could result from the social security earnings limit or from a pension
plan available' oily to workers who quit. The point is that the life-
cycle theory itself does not point to sudden retirement.

THE THEORY OF MANDATORY RETIREMENT

An intuitive explanation for sudden retirement is that it is manda-
tory: imposed by law or by the employment rules within specific firms;
In itself, this is not a satisfactory'explanation. We need to know,why
retirement is mandatory and why mandatory retirement prevents part -time
Work. Recent research by Lazear interprets mandatory retirement as
necessary to terminate a bargain between wcrker and employer; This bar-
gain, which is implicit, not contractual, involves workers receiving
less than their value to the firm early in:their careers and more than
their value to the firm late in their careers. At some point; workers'
value to the firm becomes less than their value to another employer or
the value placed on leisure, but because wages are"artifically high,
they will not leave the firm and have to be forced to retire;

-14-
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Why do workers and
be paid less than they
Lazear's answer is that
which makes workers more
employers better off.

There are several
full-time wage exceeds
their

employers_ consider it desirable for workers to
are worth at the start and more at the end?
a sharply rising wage encourages full effort,
productive all along and makes both workers and

difficulties with this theory. First, if the
workers' value to the firm toward the end of

careers, why do employers not reduce the employees' hours to part
time? Such a reduction will obviously not eliminate employers' problem
of the wage exceeding the value produced, but it will limit the damage.

Second, and more important, even if retirement is necessary to end
the implicit bargain, the theory does not explain the failure of workers
and employers to negotiate a new contract with fewer hours and a lower
wage, equal to workers' actual value to firms, when the original bargain
runs out Indeed, Lazear explicitly recognizes that his theory allows
renegotiation But renegotiation usually does not occur; Gustman and
Steinnieier (1981) confirm that workers subject to mandatory retirement
do not usually work for the same firm afterwards, even part time. The
fact that retirement is mandatory simply does not explain the suddenness
of full retirement

THE THEORY OF HUMAN CAPITAL

The theory of human capital draws_on_an_analogy between physical
capital and human skill.Skill is_like physical capital in that there is
investment (training), an extended return, and depreciation (loss or
obsolesence of skill)_over time. Some skills are specifically associated
with a particular job; they have value only in a given firm or_estab-
lishment. The existence of such job-specific human capital provides the
rationale for workers' attachment_ to one firm over along period (this
attachment is one_necessity for the Lazear theory) and for the workers'
finally__ eaVing (a necessity for any theory of retirement, Lazear's
included). Workers will remain_ with the firm because the specific human
capital yields a return available only so long as workers and firm stay
together. The- returns are split between workers and the firm, which
encourages them to stay_together. However, none of the theories we have
discussed so far provide a full explanation of why part-time work is
infrequent.
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our Preferred Theory

Our preferred explanation of why part -time etnjloyment for older
workersOis not the norms_draws on the research of Bartell* Lewis* and
H. Rosen. The essence of ourtheory is that part -time work is less

productive and more costly to employers* per hour, than full -time work.

As a consequence part-time workers get a_lower compenSation, per hour;

than,full-time workers*, and in making lifetime_ plant* workers place
emphasis on either full-time work or complete retirement.

The-- idea that part-time work is more costly, per hour, -than full -

time work requires some explanation. We start with the distinction
between employment -costs that are actually a form of compensation (Such

as health insurance) and those that are not (such as job=spedifid train-
ing, which is of value only to the firm). The former costs are similar

to wages. Even if they were higher per hour for part-time workers thin
full-time workers and so required that part-timers accept a loWer wage

to make up the difference; -part -time workers would accept the low,-;,c wage

because nonwage_compensation was higher per hour. What discour-4es part-
time work are those employment-- costs that are not considered: compen-
SatiOn_and that do not shrink proportionately as hours are reduced below

full tite.
4.71

CONSIDERING BOTH WORKER AND EMPLOYER PERSPECTIVES

NOte_that our explanation of the scarcity of part7time work assumes

that decisions about wages_ and hours are made- by 'both workers and
employers; it recognizes that there are :two sides to the employment bar-

gain. Workers tend to shy away from part-time work because it is low
paid relative to full-time work. Employers offer low pay for part-time

Work because part-time work involves a penalty in productivity and
employment costs. It. is the interaction of the workers' and employers'

responses to the unattractive features of part-time work that results in
Oart=tithe work being far less common than full -time work or retirement.

Results and Interp54atIon

EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE

We review -six types of empirical evidence that help to choose among/

the theorieS: (1) the employment costs themselves, (2) the lower pay for

part-time workers* (3) the scarcity of part-time work for all workers
(especially the scarcity of jobs with very few hours, for example* below

15 hours per week)* (4)- the_ use of temporary layoffs rather than hours

reduction toadjust_to declining demand, (5) concentration of part-time

work among workers for whom full-tithe work is particularly costly* and

-16-
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(6) the pattern of cross-industry part-time work. We first present the
evidence; then turn to an interpretation.

SIZE OF THE EMPLOYMENT COSTS

There are a number of fixed employment costs that workers do not
'perceive as compensation. These include_thecosts of training, hiring;
administration__(such as the cost_ of issuing'the_ payroll), _start -up
costs, federally mandated reporting, antidiscrimination, and safety
costs; as well as supervision_costs. There are also the costs of fitting
in part-time workers with full-time workers -- scheduling costs.

Most of these cannot readily be measured* but we can get rough
estimates of some. Consider the cost of training a new worker -- older
or younger -- as an example. Training is like capital in that it

requires an initial outlay and generates returns over time. To compare
such costs with wages and salaries we must convert training cost to an
annual cost: interest cost plus depreciation. Here, depreciation takei
the form of separations, skill loss, or obsolescence.

Suppose that each newly hired worker requires 3_months to train (a
typical value from the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, gets paid two-
thirds,of the average employment cost during this period, and requires
supervision amounting to one -third of the time of a fully paid col-
league.* Suppose, too, that the interest. rate is 10 percent per_year,
the separation rate is 30 percent (about typical for manufacturing), and
the skill depreciation, 14 percent (nearly complete loss over 10 years
if there is no retraining). The resulting training cost is ,about 13 per-
cent- of total employment costs. Hiring costs annualized in a similar
fashion are about 1 percent of total cost. These two categories of
employment costs are compared with others in Table 7.

We have estimated several other types of fixed nonremunerative
costs and identified several categories that we cannot measure. We
expect that the total, of employment costs is much greater than the
14.5 percent of costs we calculate for hiring and training.

A major issue is whether training costs apply to older workers who
have remained_ with a single firm and new hires (of any age) alike; i.e.,
is it reasonable to analyze these different groups together? To be sure,
older workers have,_ at some point, received training. It is usually
assumed, however, that skill depreciates over time; i.e., it becomes
obsolete or is_gradually lost.; This assumption is useful in providing a
ready explanation for retirement. The explanation starts with the notion

* The argument in thit section ignores the possible output of the

trainee.
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TABLE 7; EMPLOYMENT COSTS

Type of cost
Fixed or
variable

Remunerative
or nonremun-

erative
Estimated

% of Measured Cost

Training Fixed Nonremunerative 13.5

Hiring Fixed Nonremunerative 1.0

Wages & salary Variable Remunerative 53.6

Benefits:
Pension Variable Remunerative 4.5
Health ins. Fixed Remunerative 5.1
Other Remunerative 3.2

Time off with
pay VariSTAe RPrI:inerative 11.5
Federally mandated
expenditure:
FICA Variable up

to high
maximum Nonremunerative 5;4

UI contri-
bUtit s

Variable up
to a
maximum Nonremunerative 1.0

. Workman's
Comp. Variable Nonremunerative 1.2
Othera Nonremunerative

Supervision
costs Variable Nonremunerative

Total 100

a Statistical reporting requirements; paperwork; income tax reporting;
and health and safety requirement;

Source: U.S. ChaMber of Commerce: Emplay_ee_ Benefits - 1981, Table 8
and our own estimates (first two lines);



that the skills are specific to the firm; It is this specificity that
binds workers and firm together; they are worth more together than sepa-
rately;'When the skills depreciate; the reason for the firm and workers
remaining together is diminished. Wien depreciation is complete; the
reason for the match is gone. The result is retirement or a job change.
According to this explanation of tetirement, younger workers and older
workers can be analyzed as a homogenaous group. We should emphasize,
however; that there is no independent evidence that pft4ductivity
declines with age _orthat;--if--thete is a decline, it completely
eliminates- thetkilIs originally drawn from training;

LOVER PAY FOR PART-TIME WORKERS

The theory predicts that compensation per hour will fall off
sharply as hours are reduced below full time; We have estimated a pay
difiert..ntiaI for employed working wives such that a reduction in hours
worked per week from 35 to 20 reduces hourly pay by almost 40 percent;
V.sing other data; J. Owen and (independently) H. Rosen conclude that the
penalty is .somewhat smaller; 30 percent as compared with our estimates
of 40 percent. In any case; .there is a well - documented hourly penalty
paid by wcrkrs who work part time.

SCARCITY Or PART-TIME JOBS

The theory predicts that jobs involving only a few hours per week
will be extremely rare because it wouldn't be worth it for either
employees or the employers. Output would not exceed fixed employment
costs; leaving nothing to compensate the worker. Even at higher hours;
compensation would not overcome the value of workers' forgone leisure
until hours get near full time. These predictions of the theory are con-
firmed. The distribution of hours worked in the main job (Figures 2 and
3) shows a bunching of hours around 40 per week; jobs involving fewer
than 10 to 15 hours per week are indeed very rare.

PART-TIME WORK AS THE BEST ALTERNATIVE

The theory predicts that, because it offers relatively low_compen-
sation; part-time work will be uncommon and will be the preferred alter-.
native mainly of those_ facing _obvious extra_ costs of _full-time work.
Indeed, part-time work is heavily concentrated among workers whose_other
commitments are likely to make_ full-tiMe work more costly and incon-
venient: married women with husband present and workers of student age.
(See Table 80
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TABLE 8; LABOR FORCE STATUS BY AGE AND SEX (1981 Annual Averages)

Full-Time Part-Time Not in Labor Force
Worker Worker

(t) (t) (t)

Men and Women (16-19) 29 26 45

Men and Women (65+) 5.7 6.3 88

Married Women
(husband present)a 36 15 49

All Categories 55 9 36

a Overlaps with age categories. Base is all married women, 16+, with
husband present.

Source: January 1982.
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LAYOFFS IN RESPONSE TO DECLINING DEMAND

Another prediction of the theory is that firms will respond to tem
porary declines in demand by reducing employment, rather than hours,
because reducing hours sharply reduces productivity. In fact, temporary
layoffs are a more common way to accommodate decreased demand than
reduced hours. This is not to say that reduced hours ("part time for
economic reasons in some Federal statistics) are never used, but that
the layoffs are More common.

CONCENTRATION OF .PARTTIME WORK IN LOW=WAGE INDUSTRIES

Although the theory does not make sharp predictions about the
cross industry pattern of parttime work, it does predict that (holding
constant Other faCters, such as skill) parttimers will be more preva
lent in the lowest wage industries; i.e., the parttime penalty is
evident in crossindustry data as- well as crossindividual datai The
evidence is clear at two levels of detail: simple tabulations and de
tailed statistical investigations.

Consider first a simple tabulation. Inspection of Table 9 suggests
that fulltime work and high earnings go together (construction, trans
portation, manufacturing) and that a higher incidence of parttime work
is related to lower hourly earnings (services, wholesale and retail
trade).

The association between a low incidence of parttime work and
higher hourly earnings also is evident in a careful statistical analy
sts. The data base includes 13 manufacturing industries traced over 20
years. Instead of the incidence of parttime work; the variable examined
is the average hours worked; We examined the joint determination of
hours and compensation using the statistical technique of multiple
regressions. Hours and compensation depend on each other and a number of
other determinants: the capitallabor ratio; the percentage of workers
over 65; years of education, percentage male, percentage of

union work force, specific vocational preparation; and labor turnover;

The primary finding is that compensation rises more than in propor
tion to hours; This teats that compensation per hour falls as hours are
reduced below full time -- i.e., the parttime penalty appears in cross
industry data;

Other findings are that the percentage of workersover_ 65 tends to
reduce- compensation, but raise hours; unionization and _skill both tend
to raise _compensation and lower hours. So long as _labor turnover -is
considered a pure determinant Of hours and compensation (turnover alSo
can be treated _At jointly determined with them), turnover seems to
reduce compensation -and raise hours. It acts as a fixed employment cost,
which must be paid for out of compensation and encourages Long hours (to
recoup the costs).
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TABLE 9. PART-TIME WAGE AND SALARY WORKERS BY INDUSTRY AND OCCUPATION
(1981 Average)

Percentage of
partime workers
-7i18 are in

Industry category

J

Percentage of
category that

part -time

Average hourly
earnings of

is production
workers ($)

Servicesa
Wholesale and retail

trade
Finance, insurance;

real estate
Manufacturing
Transportation and

public utilities
Construction

44

38

20

25

10

3

6

4

$ 6.41

5.93

6.31
7.72

_9.70
10.80

Public administration 5

Total wage and salary__ 100 13
Self-employed and family 18

Occupation

Service workers 30 30
Sales workers 12 24

Clerical workers 25 18

Professional, technical,
managerial
& administrative 18 9 01

Blue collar 15 7

a-Examples include hospital workers, hotel workers, teachers.

Source: Employment and Earnings, September 1982.



A major finding of our statistical work is that_the generalreSUlts
hold up also in another data set: a pure cross section of 34 industries
in 1970. The cross-section estimates allow a wider range of industries
to be considered than the pooled data (trade and service indUStries are
added) and also include a slightly_differentSet of explanatory vari-
ables. The cross7sect:!in estimates closely confirm the pooled estimates.
In addition. they indicate that self - employment raises hours (probably
by removing statutory penalties for overtime); and that larger plant
sizes raise hours and compensation. _OUt_interpretation of this latter
result is that larger plant sizes involve More teamwork. The higher
compensation is the return on being part of the team; the greater hours
reflect an added premiuM fUll=time work -- part-time work is hard to
schedule into a team situation.

INTERPRETATION OF THE EVIDENCE

We interpret the empirical evidence that we have reviewed as being
broadly consistent with thelowiew that Part-time work is less productive
and more costly per hour -Itbvployers than full -time work; and that
employees; therefore; usually make their career plans in such a way as
to avoid' Part-time work. In this section; we discuss how each piece of
evidence fits with this theory;

Employment costs provide a partial explanation of why part -time
work is not economical to employers; The employment costs we were able
to document make up only a fraction of the costs necessary. to explain
the second piece of evidence; however -- the lower pay_fbt_patt-tiMe
work. This lower pay implies that there is an additional cost to
employers of offering part-time work: lower productivity at l6W:hours.
The third type of evidence -- the scarcity of part -time jobs involving
very few hours -- is exactly the type of response one_WOUld_expect in a
case where part-time work suffered from a cost or productivity penalty;
so that almost all employees and employers made other arrangements,
Related evidence, is that those employees who -do accept part-time work
are those for whom full-time work is especially costly;- married women
and students; The use of temporary_ layoffs_ to respond to temporary
declines in demand is also the type of thing that would be expected from
a cost or productivity loss_ from reduction in hours from full-time
work.* The final type of evidentk was t_he cross-industry pattern of
part-time work; Here_ we found that industries with a great deal of part-
time work had lower hOurly earnings; which accords; once again; with the
theory that part-tithe work SUffeta from low productivity or inability to
spread employment cost over a number of hours.

* It should be noted that there are other theories that also explain
temporary layoffs; for example, see Feldstein for an explanation in
terms of specific human capital.
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Policy Implications

MARKET FAILURE

We started out by noting that our purpose vas to inquire whether
some problem-,in the labor market_ restricted the availability of part-
time work, i.e., whether the lack of part-time work by older workers
necessarily implied a failure in the_market. We concluded that it did
not; a_coherent theory of how hours of work are determined explains the
lack of part-time work, is consistent with the evidence; and does not
point to a market failure.

This theory is based on a decline in productivity as hours fall
below full time and an increase in employment costs per hour; As a
consequence of these costs (such as training), employers offer part-
timers low hourly compensation. Most workers respond by avoiding part-
time work -- either working full time or retiring completely; with a
sudden transition -- retirement -- between the two;

There may be other explanations that do involve a market failure,
but they are neither necessary nor obvious; The thrust' of our theory is
that a Federal policy directed toward part-time work is not necessary or
desirable on the grounds of elimination a market failure.

DISCRIMINATION

One of the important implications of the theory and one of the
important results_ of the empirical analysis is that the scarcity of
Well-paid, 'part-time jobs is not a matter of discrimination against
older workers -- such jobs are scarce economywide.

THE EFFECT OF SOME PRESENT AND PROSPECTIVE POLICIES

Even if there is no impetus for anew policy initiative,_ there are
many government* policies that might affect the market for older part-
time workers. We examined two of them: social insurance taxes and the
social security earnings limit. Social insurance taxes, including Social
Security, Unemployment Insurance, and Workers' Compensation, are govern-
ment mandated costs. We also considered a hypothetical subsidy for older
workers.

* Note that the policies we are considering for illustrative purposes
are not purely Federal. In particular, unemployment insurance involves
each State; and any policy change would involve massive cooperation
among the States. Thus; reducing social insurance taxes is even more
hypothetical than it seems.
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There is some question whether social security _is remunerative_ or
not; i.e.; whether current contributions should be viewed as purchasing
future benefits. We treat it as nonremunerative because current contri-
butions do not necessarily guarantee a_particular level of future bene-
fits. Social insurance includes both fixed elements and variable ele=
ments. Lowering them raises compensation per hour._ The premium for full-
time work rises; which encourages mo,-e work. But the increase in compen-
sation makes the extra work less necessary; an effect that militates
against more work. These conflicting effects make the outcome uncertain.

So far; the discussion has assumed that individuals continue work-
-

ing; Social insurance contributions might be cause for retirement; if
so; removing social insurance contributions will draw workers back into
the labor force. But; they are unlikely to reenter only part time be-
cause of the part-time penalty; They may move from retirement to

full-time work, but not to part-time jobs.

TO calculate the effect of social insurance costs involves using a%--
mathematical model, which is both an extension and a simplification of
our discussion above. Theextension is a mechanism for allowing people
to choose no work (retirement) over work. How can workers afford to do
thiS? The answer is that our :discussion has focused only on the final
period of work; not all_periods. The reason they can forgo work in the
final period is that they have worked in earlier_periods.Thus, the

decision of how much to work in the final_ period is part_of a larger
plan -- how much to work in earlier and Later periods. The simplifi-
cation is that there are only three periods-in_the model_(age 21-55,
56-65, 66+). The model is designed so that;_without any _fixed cost or
part-time penalty; typical _individuals would reduce their hours from
period to period (40, 30, 20).

The development and detailed results from the model are available
in an appendix available from the authors. To summarize resultS; any
part -time penalty over 5 percent will lea4k.iito full retirement rather
than reduced hours at age 65. This result is unchanged when.social
insurance taxes (such as social security taxes) are eliminated. In other
words; social insurance taxes have no effect on part-time work among
older workers.

The social security earnings limit; by imposing a large tax penalty
on extra earnings; cuts down compensation per extra lhour after some

poiht; The result discourages full -time work and; if the limit is set
low enough, part-time work. Workers are jedtoadjust their earnings so
as not to exceed the earnings limit either by workingfew hoursper week
(which encourages part -time work) by leaving the job marketaIto-
gethet when they reach the limit; Thus, part-time work at high hours and

Work are discouraged, while part-time work at low hours and
fUll retirement are encouraged.
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The mat"lematical analysis_ indicates' that the effect of the earnings
limit depends on the extent of the parttime penalty, If the parttime
penalty in perhbur compensation is relatively modest (less than 10 per
cent), the earnings cap reduces_ hours in the final period from about
30 hbUrt to abOUt_17 hours. On the other hand, if the parttime penalty
it higher_, Work in the third period is eliminated altogether by the
earnings limit. However, for a parttime penalty greater than 25 per
cent,_ workers would have retired anyway; so that the earnings limit has
no effect. This last case is the one that corresponds to empirical
estimates of the parttime penalty.

The mathematical analysis was applied also to a hypothetical
subsidy for older workers. Under thehypotheticaI program; workers over
65 are paid $20 per week if they work. For very low penalties for
parttime work (0 to 5 percent); the subsidy would have nc effect_--
older workers would work about 20 hours in-either case. If the parttithe
penalty were 10 or 15 percent, the program would bring older workers out
of retirement -- to work about 23 hours; For the higher part time
penalties that have been estimated empirically; the program would have
no effect 7 older workers would retire in either case.

To summarize the 'policy analysis; the Federal programs that we have
considered have little effect on the retirement pattern -of the typical
older worker; The reason is that the estimated part time penalty it

strong enough that workers would retire in any case -- With or withbut
Federal policy changes.

Conclusion

We have _examined_ one theory of why there is so little parttime
work among Older workers: that_parttime work is poorly compensated
because of employment_costs and the lower productivity; of reduced hours.
Our research _involved_ developing__ the theory, marshalling evidence to
test it, and illustrating its use'for answering policy questions.

There_dre Other Obttible explanations of the lack of parttime work
that are likely to act alongside of our explanation. Though we have not
investigated these alternatives closely, they are worth noting briefly
as examples of further research that is needed. One alternative expla
nation is a sudden change in the determinants of takehome wages. We
have considered one determinant, the social security earnings limit.
There may be others. A second alternative is older workers' lesser
desire for fringe benefits. Fringe benefits seem most useful to younger__
workers who maintain households. For instance; an older worker with
Medicare will have less interest in health insurance than a younger
worker. (For an analysis of recent changes in Medicare and the effect on
the employment of older workers; see the Anderson paper; prepared re
cently for' NCEP.) To the older worker, a higher portion of fringe
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benefits will be nOeiemunerative. Clearly; this difference between older
and younger workers f4.ts naturally within the framework of our theory.

Returning to the po'.icy issue; even though the government probably
could change the parttimemarket for older workers, the theory we have,
presented and the evidencethat supports it do not suggest that this
would necessarily be beneficial; That so few older workers hold part7
time jobs is not due to an unavailability of parttime work; it simply
reflects' the reality that parttime work does not pay very well. The low
pay for parttime workers is general -- it is hot restricted to older
workers. We noted earlier that part tile- work is concentrated among
married women and students. These are whose other commitments
raise the personal cost of fUlltite work. There is no obvious reason to
believe that older workers are kept out of-this market or that they
would be better off if they- were_ eased into it by Federal' policy. In
stead, older workers rationally dhoo§"e sudden retirement over parttime
work;

Further, specific.Federal policies that we tested proved ineffec
tive. The parttime penalty dominates the impact of any pb-lity
considered;
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